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Abstract

Background: Non-communicable diseases are becoming more prevalent in Nepal and many risk factors attributing to these diseases are behaviour-related and therefore preventable.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the attitudes among students of grade eight and nine in Kathmandu toward physical activity and diet and their knowledge about how it affects their health.

Methods: We conducted four focus groups that included 24 students to explore knowledge and attitudes toward physical activity among them. Focus groups were recorded and transcribed verbatim later. Method described by K. Malterud, inspired by Giorgi’s phenomenological method was used to analyze the transcribed material.

Results: Participants considered physical activity to be beneficial for health in many ways. They also believed that healthy food is important to avoid diseases. Several participants mentioned that a balanced lifestyle is essential for a healthy life.

Conclusion: Though the students saw the importance of physical activity and a healthy diet to avoid diseases and stay healthy, most of them did not connect a lack of physical activity and unhealthy diet to possible noncommunicable diseases in the future.
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Introduction

Nepal is a country located between China in the north and India in the south, east and west¹. It has an estimated population of 27 million people². Although the population is still young, the number of older people is increasing and the proportion of the population 65 years and older is estimated to increase from 4.2% in 2000 to 5.8% in 2025³. 24.8% of the population is living below the international poverty line (earning < $ 1.25 per day), placing Nepal among the poorest countries in the world⁴.

While malnutrition and infectious diseases remain great health challenges in Nepal⁵, non-communicable diseases (NCD) are becoming more prevalent and 65.7% of all deaths in Nepal are now attributable to NCD⁶. The four major NCD are, according to WHO, cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes and asthma or chronic respiratory disease. These are estimated to cause 60% of deaths globally, with 80% of these in low- and middle-income countries. If nothing is done this burden will increase by 17% over the next ten years and strike particularly hard in developing regions like South-East Asia⁷. There are many causes of the rising prevalence of NCD. An aging population will in itself increase the prevalence of NCD, as they are generally more common with increasing age⁸. A demographic change in Nepal with increasing urbanization⁹ leads to more lifestyle-related risk factors such as changes in dietary habits and reduced physical activity (PA)⁹. Even malnutrition can be a risk factor for NCD¹⁰,¹¹. Many of the risk factors for NCD are behaviour-related and therefore preventable. A healthy diet and regular PA are examples of interventions that can help reducing the risk of getting NCD¹². One study on coronary heart disease among South Asian immigrants in the United States showed that the knowledge about the causes and prevention of some of these diseases seem to be limited¹³. Information on how to reduce risk factors for these diseases is important¹².
WHO has developed the 2008-2013 Action Plan for the Global Strategy for the Prevention and Control of Noncommunicable Diseases. The aim is to guide member states on how to assess NCD on a national level, reduce risk factors and improve health care for people with NCD. Focus is especially on the low-and middle-income countries. It also highlights the connection between NCD and socioeconomic development and the importance of also targeting areas apart from health to control the NCD. The goal is that the member states themselves make and implement policies for prevention and control of NCD in different sectors, such as health care, education, taxation and trade. The Ministry of Health and Population in Nepal is currently working on a national policy on NCD, which is yet to be endorsed. In September 2011 there was a national workshop on the prevention and control of NCD.

Schools in Nepal are divided into government-supported community schools and institutional schools, which are not financially supported by the government. Both types follow the national curriculum on physical activity and health education, but in general institutional schools have more educational resources because of higher student fees. Although evidence shows that school-based education is effective in creating healthy habits, few studies have focused on the awareness of and thoughts around health behaviour among children. A study among European adolescents showed that dietary habits varied depending on their self-reported level of PA, however, there was no correlation between a higher level of PA and healthier eating habits in this study.

Studies in this area are especially sparse in developing countries like Nepal. Our aim with this qualitative study was therefore to investigate the attitudes among students of grade eight and nine in Kathmandu toward PA and diet and knowledge about how it affects their health.

Research Question
What are the attitudes and knowledge among students of grade eight and nine in Kathmandu toward PA and diet as factors affecting health?

METHODS

Material and Procedure
In this study we used focus groups to explore knowledge and attitudes toward PA and diet. The study was conducted at an institutional school in Nepal, selected by convenience sampling. The inclusion criteria for the school were the following: it had to be located in the Kathmandu valley, it had to have some kind of sporting facility on the school grounds and it had to have more than 50 students in grade eight and nine respectively. We gave the school a letter with information about the study and gained consent. In the study we included students from grade eight and nine. We wanted to get a spectrum of opinions as wide as possible. Because we did not know the classes or students ourselves we asked the teachers of the classes in question to select students for the focus groups. We thoroughly explained the purpose of the study and the study design to them and the teachers were instructed to choose students whom they thought would represent different perspectives with respect to the study questions. Six male and six female students were selected from each grade and asked if they wanted to participate in the study. In total 24 students accepted and four focus groups were conducted.

Measures
We held the discussions in English with boys and girls separated into different groups and the sessions were recorded by an iPod Nano® 4G and a SwitchEasy™ ThumbTacks™ microphone. (Author 1) moderated the girls’ groups and (Author 2) moderated the boys’ groups. To get a similar outline of the discussions we developed a focus group guide. The discussions were centered around the following four key questions: ‘What is the reason for you doing or not doing physical activity?’, ‘Do you think that physical activity affects your health in any way and if so, in what way?’, ‘What do you think of when you hear the expression “healthy food”? ’ and ‘Do you think expensive food is more nutritious than cheap food?’. We conducted the focus groups on two different days in March 2011, two focus groups on each day. The length of the discussions varied from 50 minutes to 65 minutes. During the sessions the participants were provided fruit and water as refreshments. (Author 1) and (Author 2) then transcribed the recorded material verbatim.

Analysis
To analyze the transcribed material we used the method described by Kirsti Malterud, inspired by Giorgi’s phenomenological method. With this method the first step is to read the transcribed material to find the main themes of the discussion. After that the text is read again to find the meaning units which are words or statements central to the themes. The meaning units are classified in different codes which are derived from the themes that emerged in the first step of the analysis process. The codes are then condensed into constructed quotations that describe their content. These are not the exact words of the respondents but the meaning units
of the code put together to one constructed quotation that describes the views expressed in the code. Finally a summary of the code is written from the constructed quotations.\(^\text{17, 18}\)

(Author 1) and (Author 2) first read the transcriptions individually, identified meaning units and classified these separately as well. After that they met to discuss the coding until they reached consensus. When writing the summaries of the codes (Author 1) and (Author 2) again worked on their own. Subsequently (Author 1) and (Author 2) read each summary and made modifications until they reached consensus.

**Ethics**

Ethical approval was given by Kathmandu Medical College (KMC) Institutional Review Board, affiliated to Nepal Health Research Council Ethical Review Board. The researchers informed the students that participating in the study was voluntarily and that all data would be treated anonymously. In the focus group guide we formulated the core questions so that any student's integrity would not be violated. It cannot be fully predicted, however, what matters the students in the focus groups would discuss, and therefore the researchers could not completely assure that no one would feel discriminated or pointed out. As moderators, the researchers had a responsibility to be aware of this.

In qualitative studies anonymity can be difficult to ensure.\(^\text{19}\) In this research, however, measures have been taken to keep data and the respondents as anonymous as possible throughout the process and in the report all data is presented in a way that identification of the respondents is impossible. Finally it is also important to be conscious about and respectful to norms and customs of a different culture and society when conducting research in another country.\(^\text{19}\) When the data collection was completed the researchers returned to the school and gave a brief presentation of the results as well as advice from WHO regarding PA and diet for a healthy lifestyle. Students who had participated in the study were informed by their teachers and could choose to come and listen and ask questions if they wanted to.

**RESULTS**

The results are presented in eight sections, each with a title that describes the content of that section. Some illustrative quotations are also included in the text.

**Defining Physical Activity**

When asked what the participants first thought of when they heard the expression ‘physical activity’ many of them mentioned different sports like football, basketball and badminton. Everyday activities like playing with siblings, walking to school and helping out at home also came up. Most of the participating students regarded PA as activities that involve the body more than the mind, like football and basketball. On the contrary, playing computer games, chess and watching TV was seen as more sedentary and therefore excluded. A boy in grade eight said: ‘But when we play computers and watch TV we don’t get much physical exercise. Our mind works but our physical body doesn’t work.’ Some of the students, though, had the opinion that yoga and meditation also should be included in the expression ‘physical activity’.

**Doing Physical Activity is Beneficial for Health**

All participants shared the view that PA is important to stay healthy and avoid diseases. It exercises the body and keeps the body in shape. Common opinions in all focus groups were that PA makes the body fit, that it is good for health and refreshing. One girl concluded that doing exercises made her healthier than her sister, who did not do any exercises. Another girl said that doing PA is rejuvenating. Other participants mentioned that if they do not do PA for a while the body will start aching. A boy in grade eight had a colorful parable for explaining how of physical activity affected his health positively:

“It makes our muscles fit. I want to explain my view with an example: A door that has not been opened for a long time gets creaky, and makes a very creaky noise, and is hard to open. But a door which is always used and most of the time is opened and closed, is easier to use. So, likewise, our muscles, if not used, not involved in physical activities, if we just sit in a one place, then our bodies will ache, and we’ll feel more pain but if we start playing more, and in a systematic way, we’ll get stronger”.

Some of the boys mentioned that being physically active helps them to not become fat. One boy in one of the ninth grade focus groups talked about a connection between the consumption of too much junk food and obesity and added that PA is needed to control this and not get fat: ‘So in this world due to the consumption of too much of junk food we’re getting obese and to control that we need to get involved in physical activities.’ PA in itself was also important just to get or keep the body in shape:

Physical exercise makes us fit and healthy and I have seen that one who does not play games or does physical exercise gets fat, so in order to maintain our body in a proper shape we should do physical exercise or play games.
During the discussion with boys in grade eight they talked about how PA affects the internal organs, like the heart, lungs and other organs, in a positive way. In all discussions the students shared the view that doing PA can help them to avoid getting sick through, for example, a better functioning organ system and a stronger immune system: ‘And therefore, sports persons and persons who are involved more in physical activity suffer less illness.’

A lack of PA was said to lead to diseases like headache, fever, obesity, typhoid and common cold, but also back and leg problems. One of the girls in grade nine even said that she did not believe in antibiotics, but rather scientific research has also shown that the antibiotics are less useful than the exercises, the person who wakes up and just does exercises …’

**Doing Physical Activity is Beneficial for the Mind**

Many participants talked about PA as beneficial for the mind. Some said that doing PA refreshes their minds. In three of the groups the participants talked about PA as beneficial for their studies. Their minds would get ‘dull’ and ‘stressed’ from their studies if they did not do PA. An eighth grade boy put it this way: ‘…it relieves us from all tension, from all our hard work…’ One girl sincerely claimed that there would never be any progress in life if they did not do PA. According to several participants doing PA gives them energy and it also makes them concentrate better while studying. ‘If we don’t do physical activities we become lazy and we feel tired most of the time, we want to sleep all the time, and if we sleep all the time nothing is completed.’

**Negative Effects of Doing Physical Activity**

Some of the participants talked about the negative effects of doing PA; that they might get sick from too much PA. When they were asked what they meant by ‘sick’ one mentioned that they might get muscle problems. Another one said that they will not be able to work properly and study well. A few other participants also said, in contrast to the section above, that PA might actually make it harder for them to concentrate on the studies because it would make them lazy and tired.

**Healthy Food**

The participants considered healthy food to be food containing all the nutrients. By eating healthy food they stay healthy and suffer less disease. Some girls mentioned that the cooking method is important; the food should be boiled rather than fried to be healthy. Healthy food should also not contain any chemicals or too much fat and it should be free from germs. Two boys considered it healthy to eat organic food. When we asked the participants to give examples of healthy food many of them said the first thing they thought of were either fruit and vegetables or homemade food. Some participants also mentioned meat. By homemade food they meant rice, lentil soup and vegetable curry.

The participants also talked about the importance of a good diet to stay healthy. This is what one boy in grade nine answered when he was asked what the benefits of eating healthy food are: ‘We get to stay healthy, we don’t suffer from diseases and we get to live long.’ Carrots and spinach were said to be beneficial to the eyes and two participants mentioned that healthy food helps their body to grow. Protein was especially important for this. A girl said eating healthy food is good for the digestive system. It was also said that they can avoid diseases like fever, gastric ulcer, typhoid and diarrhoea. Eating healthy food also provides energy which would help them to do their work and not feel tired or lazy.

**Unhealthy Food**

Unhealthy food was primarily defined as food that contains a wrong balance of nutrients or food that is dirty. Consuming it might lead to diseases. Talking about unhealthy food many of the participants used the terms ‘junk food’ or ‘fast food’. A very common opinion was that junk food contains too much fat and cholesterol and too few vitamins, which leads to this nutritional imbalance. Another common opinion was that food becomes unhealthy when chemicals are added to it. One boy put it this way: ‘…junk food is a mixture of food and chemicals.’

In three groups the participants said unclean food is unhealthy. The food would be unclean if those who prepared it did not wash their hands or if they used dirty water. A ninth grade girl considered food sold in the street unhealthy because flies and insects might spread germs on it. Even vegetables and rice could be unhealthy if sold by street vendors, according to some participants. One girl considered spicy food to be unhealthy. The most common given examples of unhealthy food were chips, packaged noodles, pizza, ‘momos’ (Nepalese dumplings) and different kinds of sweets. The following quotations were the answers of two different participants when asked to give examples of unhealthy food: ‘Anything that’s sold on the street.’ ‘The chips and, the noodles that we have, the drinks that contain different types of… like, we get berry drinks and all types of drinks, the chips… that’s junk.’
Many participants mentioned that unhealthy food might be harmful to them and consuming it might cause diseases or conditions like typhoid, jaundice, diarrhoea, dysentery, fever, stomach ache, body ache, cancer, malnutrition and diabetes. Some also said they might become fat from eating too much junk food and one boy added that obesity further could cause high blood pressure and diabetes. One boy added that it also might damage their internal organs like the stomach and liver. In one of the groups a girl mentioned that fat and cholesterol make the human body lazy. In the same group it was also said that by eating unhealthy they might find it harder to concentrate on schoolwork.

Expensive Food Versus Cheap Food
Most participants shared the view that expensive food is not necessarily more nutritious and better than cheap food. However the reasons for this varied. Both boys and girls mentioned vegetables and rice as examples of food that is cheap but still healthy. On the contrary the girls considered pizza, French fries and chips as food that is expensive but unhealthy and the boys in grade eight talked about food from the restaurants Kentucky Fried Chicken and Pizza Hut as other examples of this. An eighth grade girl compared chips to vegetables to explain how she thought cheap food is more nutritious than expensive food: ‘We can take the examples of, like, chips and vegetables. And vegetables we get at low price, but it’s like nutritious… but the chips are not so good for health.’

Another girl talked about the fact that some fruit like pineapple is expensive but also healthy and meat was mentioned by the boys in grade nine for the same reason. The participants also discussed that whether food is expensive or not depends on where it is produced and the amount of production. Sometimes food that is high in demand can also get expensive. ‘No I don’t think so, expensive and cheap is a question where you live, it’s just different from country to country.’

Another aspect two participants mentioned is that shopkeepers sometimes choose to put a high price on food and cheat the customers. This is also an explanation of why expensive food not necessarily is more nutritious than cheap food, they said. One student, however, had the opinion that expensive food is more nutritious than cheap food. He explained it like this:

‘I have something to say; for me the more expensive the more nutritious it is, because I have seen in my daily life the ones who are poor they can’t afford such expensive food so they buy the cheapest food, and, I have seen that much more poor people are suffering from many diseases. And rich people, they have, they go to restaurants and buy expensive food and I have seen them walking…. and they look healthy, healthier than the poor ones. So, I consider expensive food as nutritious.”

It is Important with a Balanced Lifestyle
The participants seemed to agree that an overall balance in life is important. Even what is considered healthy food can become unhealthy in too big amounts. Both too much PA and lack of PA is harmful for the body. The following quote summarized the discussion around PA in one of the boy groups: ‘Playing sports in a limited way is good, but overplaying has many negative impacts.’

The importance of a balanced diet to stay healthy was also mentioned by several participants, just like one boy said: ‘…if we consume even healthy food too much, we also may get sick from that… we should consume everything in a balanced manner.’

For this same reason they should also limit the intake of junk food, they said. One girl concluded that different kinds of food contain different kinds of nutrients and that is why it is important to eat all kinds of food. To stay fit they should eat a sufficient amount of food at the right time and not skip meals, according to the girls in one focus group. One of them also added the importance of rest: ‘Eat a balanced diet and rest. We need to play also to keep our body fit.’

DISCUSSION
Our purpose with this study was to investigate the attitudes among Nepalese students toward PA and diet and their knowledge about how these factors affect health. The study was qualitative, using focus group discussions. To our knowledge no similar study on this topic has been conducted in Nepal before and there are few studies on adolescents in the country overall. Because previous studies are made primarily in developed countries it is therefore interesting to see if, and how, their views on PA and diet differ.

The participants in our focus groups thought that PA is good to stay healthy and that it increases energy. Findings from other focus group studies among youths confirms this21-22, as well as the statement that being physically active is good for the mind22 - 24. When talking about PA the participating students often mentioned different kinds of team sports such as football and basketball. These sports were also among the most mentioned examples of PA in a study among Emirati College women from 200924.
It has been recognized in several studies\textsuperscript{21, 25-27} that children and adolescents often think of fruit and vegetables as healthy food. In our study as fruit and vegetables along with homemade food were the most frequent mentioned examples of healthy food. This connection between the home and healthy food was also described by adolescents in an American study\textsuperscript{25}, as well as in an Indian study\textsuperscript{28}. During the sessions the participants mentioned the importance of a balanced diet, in consistence with previous findings\textsuperscript{15, 26, 29}. Chips and pizza were common examples of unhealthy food, this also analogous to other studies among adolescents\textsuperscript{25,27,28}.

A common perception in our focus groups was that unclean food is unhealthy. The focus group participants in above mentioned studies did not express this, which probably reflects the fact that these studies were performed in developed countries whereas our study was performed in a developing country. Only a few participants in our study mentioned obesity and diabetes when asked to give examples of diseases caused by eating unhealthy food. Infectious diseases were more frequently used as examples, which is in contrast to the findings of most of the studies mentioned above. However, in a South Indian study regarding school children's perceptions of healthy eating, infectious diseases were among the most common examples of diseases caused by unhealthy food\textsuperscript{28}. Adults in another study among Southeast Asian immigrants in America\textsuperscript{21} also believed that excessive intake of meat could cause stomach ache and diarrhoea directly.

No one in our focus groups considered a lack of PA as a risk factor for NCD although some participants said not being physically active leads to obesity. To our knowledge no study has investigated young South Asians' knowledge of NCD risk factors but in one study on this topic among adult South Asians living in the United Kingdom\textsuperscript{19}, many participants knew that lack of exercise and an unhealthy diet were risk factors for heart disease. The participating students in our focus groups did not believe that expensive food is necessarily healthier than cheap food. Few studies have investigated such a statement further, but in an Australian study of health attitudes among seven to 11 year old children, the respondents believed that poor people could not afford healthy food\textsuperscript{29}, in contrast to our findings. Objectively, studies such as\textsuperscript{31,32} have established that lower socioeconomic status is correlated to unhealthier dietary patterns. However the problem is complex and the cost of both healthy and unhealthy food depends on many factors\textsuperscript{33}, as our focus group participants also said.

The sample in this study was taken from grade eight and nine at one school in Kathmandu selected by convenience sampling. Selecting only an institutional school might have limited the results to higher socioeconomic classes. The focus group discussions were held in English, which is neither the mother tongue of the moderators nor of the participants. This might have caused some misunderstandings and it is plausible that the informants found it hard to put their feelings and thoughts into words with the same accuracy in English as in Nepali. Still, conducting the focus groups in Nepali would also have been problematic. Because the majority of the researchers do not speak Nepali, we would have needed to have someone else moderating the discussions as well as doing the transcription and subsequent translation into English. By conducting the focus groups in English, we were instead part of the whole process, from interview to transcription and analysis. PA and a high intake of fruit and vegetables are seen as socially desirable behaviours\textsuperscript{34} and there is a risk of report bias because of social desirability\textsuperscript{35}. In the focus groups, participants are influenced by each other's views during the discussions and they might choose a more socially desirable answer rather than actually reporting their own opinion.

**CONCLUSION**

The participating students were aware that being physically active and eating healthy food is important to stay healthy and avoid diseases. However, most of them did not specifically describe lack of PA and unhealthy eating habits as risk factors for NCD. It would be interesting to conduct focus groups on this topic at a Nepali community school as well. To find out where and how preventive measures would be best implemented, further studies are needed to explore the knowledge of NCD and its risk factors among Nepali adolescents.
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